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I'm so proud of my niece, Ophelia, seen here with her art on display at the Royal College of Art in London. She
and her family enjoyed a fun-filled stay at The Goring.

Dear Friends,
There’s something so enchanting about getting the family together outside of the home at a
fanciful hotel or expansive resort. It’s a place where every member of the family, every age, can
sit back and take a breather and allow someone else to cater to their needs. When the to-do lists
of everyday life disappear, we’re better able to connect with our loved ones – and as an added
bonus, enjoy the beautiful destination we’re visiting.
Of course, I have inherent good memories of hotel life, having grown up the daughter of a
passionate hotelier and spending my childhood exploring every nook and cranny of hotels. The
appeal of travel lives on in my niece, Ophelia, age seven. Just this past month, she overnighted
at The Goring with my parents and her mum to have a special dinner in The Dining Room in
celebration of her art being exhibited at the Royal College of Art in London.
What wonderful memories she will have of this special-occasion stay and what a grand place to
do so. There is no finer hotel in London that welcomes guests from babes-in-arms to those
who’ve been frequenting it for decades.
My own younger years included travels to Menorca, Mallorca, France and America. We’ve
lounged in the sun and played tennis with all generations of family on a yearly trip to the
Caribbean, and savored Sunday lunches at Bodysgallen Hall for close to 35 years. My hope is
that our Rebecca Recommends portfolio will inspire family travel, during which everyone can
discover the cultures, cuisines and sheer magic that exist in our world when you step outside
your neighborhood –- and see it through a child’s eyes
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For more information on these family-favorite
properties and any of our other Rebecca Recommends
partners, please be in touch. We love to hear from you.
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Fondly,

vip@r-recommends.com

THE GORING

The Dressing Up Box has been a huge success with guests aged three to nine.

The Goring: An Impeccably English Family Favorite
The Goring has been welcoming families with open arms for over 100 years. The hotel has a
good number of family rooms with interconnecting doors, allowing you to be close to your
family, yet also enjoying some peace and quiet.
All children staying at The Goring are treated as V.I. (little) P.s, where they can enjoy thoughtful
treats such as a cuddly Goring “Baaa-bara Sheep,” and a “For Kids’ Eyes Only” activity and
coloring pack. They will also receive a Goring Passport so that they can keep a personal record
of their time in London and collect stamps from each area of the hotel.
The V.I. (little) P.s are even invited down to The Goring Kitchen by Chef, to help decorate some
delicious cakes and cookies. This allows for some quality time for the parents to enjoy a welldeserved glass of Bollinger.
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A recent addition to the children’s experience is
the Dressing
Upthis
Box,Page:
in which small guests
Tweet
Share
will discover fabulous costumes and accessories to dive into and enjoy whilst they are in
residence. With outfits ranging from fairytale princesses to Harry Potter and Beefeaters to
royalty, they will be sure to love every minute.

CURTAIN BLUFF

Centered around a shaded “basecamp” on the calm-water beach, CeeBee Kids Club activities include
chocolate making, crab races, designing wind chimes and more.

Curtain Bluff: Multi-generational Family Time in the Caribbean
Safe, intimately sized and famously friendly, Curtain Bluff is the perfect getaway for kids of all
ages and their parents. For the little ones aged 3-10 there is the CEEBEE KIDS CLUB (offered
five days a week), a nurturing sanctuary tucked away at the back of calm Bay Beach. An early
“kids dinner” is served every night under the spreading boughs of the tamarind tree and, at any
meal, the kitchen stands ready to tempt even the pickiest eater.
Experienced childcarers are available for in-room babysitting, freeing up parents and
grandparents for leisurely meals or sunset strolls. For tweens and teens there is a world of
opportunity starting with the watersports, tennis and exercise centers (all offering equipment
and instruction), basketball and squash courts, bowling greens and even a dedicated “games
room” for the electronically inclined.
All of this means that the parents can enjoy their vacation, too, relaxed in the knowledge that
their kids are also having the time of their lives and everything they do, eat and drink (apart
from a few above-and-beyond exceptions) is already covered by the value-packed room rate.

RESPLENDENT CEYLON
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Wild Coast Tented Lodge has side-by-side cocoon tents for families set between the beach and the jungle, which
boasts the world's largest concentration of leopards. Did we mention the star-gazing?

Resplendent Ceylon: For The Most Adventurous Families
The passionate travelers among us know how eye-opening and life-changing our worldwide
ventures can be – and when we can share that with the younger generation, it’s an added
blessing. If it’s a mind-blowing, off-the-beaten-path vacation you’re seeking – sure to pull those
social media-hooked teens off their phones – Resplendent Ceylon’s Wild Coast Tented Lodge in
Sri Lanka’s Yala National Park is just the place. Where else can one say they slept in a cocoon
on a deserted beach next to a jungle full of leopards?
Parents will be head over heels for the luxury “cocoon” tents’ four-poster beds, copper bathtubs
and private plunge pools, while all generations will make magical memories on daily game
drives, afternoons on the dreamy white-sand beach and during extravagant Malay-influenced
dinners with family-style spicy and savory plates.
Those hoping to see more of Sri Lanka should consider linking Wild Coast Tented Lodge with
Resplendent Ceylon’s other two properties (these three together are the country’s only Relais &
Châteaux establishments): Tea Trails, the world’s first tea bungalow resort and ripe with hiking,
biking and learning about the island’s tea history; and Cape Weligama, a sumptuous resort on
the palm-fringed shores of Sri Lanka.

BLANKET BAY
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Family and multi-gen travelers can have a dream vacation in New Zealand, enjoying incredible outdoor
activities like sky-diving before retreating to Blanket Bay's four-bedroom villa.

Blanket Bay: Drop-Dead Gorgeous Villa for the Whole Family
Bring the whole family – and we mean everyone – to Blanket Bay and be among the first to
experience its new four-bedroom villa. Guests have been simply thunderstruck by the villa’s
magnificence and beauty, its unparalleled level of comfort, just the right amount of seclusion,
convenience and exceptional food and wine. Imagine lavish, lingering family-style meals,
laughing and reminiscing over fresh salads, hearty raviolis, succulent leg of lamb, juicy oysters
– all served by your villa staff in an unassuming, low-key and abundantly welcoming manner.
What to do? Flight-seeing over the World Heritage Fiordland National Park and Milford Sound
is one of the most popular things to do. The country’s best hiking can be found on the
Routeburn or Milford Tracks, plus there is fly-fishing, heli-skiing, jet-boating, kayaking, 4WD
tours, horse riding, art trails, vineyards, and numerous international standard golf courses
around Queenstown.
Later, tuck into bed in thoughtfully appointed suites, all of which feature their own stone
fireplace, plush sofa and decadent bathroom. There’s a grand central atrium for socializing and
shared relaxing. All this, just 40 minutes (or 10 minutes by helicopter) from outdoor-minded
Queenstown and in full view of spectacular Lake Wakatipu and the Southern Alps.

ODDFELLOWS
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Oddfellows Chester is a great family-friendly base for exploring attractions like Chester Zoo, the UK’s largest
zoo and the most visited attraction outside London.

Oddfellows Hotels: Quirkiness and Playfulness
Make For a Fun Family Adventure
Just moments away from Manchester airport and a short taxi ride from the city center,
Oddfellows On The Park offers the best of both worlds for family travelers. The opportunity to
pop into the city, where some of the UK’s best cultural attractions like museums and art
galleries sit with brilliant shopping and world-renowned restaurants.
And then there's the country experience – Oddfellows On The Park sits within 100 acres of
parkland, mature woodlands and waterways. There is everything from a duck pond to a BMX
track and plenty of room for children to run free. Make sure to ask the hotel to prepare a
quintessentially English picnic on a sunny day to enjoy outdoors. LEGOLAND Discovery
Centre is close by (and the hotel stocks LEGOs for the enthusiasts), as well as some fun English
homes to visit like Lyme Park and Tatton Park.
Oddfellows Chester sits in a gorgeous Georgian mansion right in the heart of historic Chester.
Inside, children will delight in the playfulness of the design features – like an original Valkyrie
aircraft wing and a table set for tea that hangs upside down from the tea rooms.
The hotel features a secret garden, an idyllic retreat when city sightseeing becomes too much.
There are also apartments available that are pefect for the family traveler – with two bedrooms
and bathrooms and enormous amounts of living space for the family to stretch out in. These are
set a few moments from Oddfellows itself, with private parking spaces and just footsteps from
the River Dee where there are boats to hire and plenty of waterside fun for the children.
Nearby, the UK’s most visited attraction outside London is Chester Zoo which is an experience
not to be missed for children! In the city, there is plenty to explore from Roman ruins to outdoor
theatre – and wonderful boutique shopping in the infamous medieval rows.

THE NARE
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Aboard the Alice Rose (or proceeding overland), families on a "spy mission" can follow the clues.

The Nare: Undercover Agents Wanted For Thrilling Mission
Another summer of espionage adventure awaits families staying at The Nare. Last year, the
legendary Cornwall hotel published its very own spy novel, written by British author Jon
Stock. To Snare a Spy is set at the hotel and features many long-standing staff members, as well
as locations across the beautiful Roseland Peninsula. However, as hotel owner Toby Ashworth
explains in his preface, the book's hero and heroine, Noah and Clemmie, have left some
unfinished business.
After the success of last summer’s special missions, Operation Snare continues this year with
exciting new locations, new leads to follow and the emergence of another Russian mole in the
hotel. Landings from Alice Rose, the hotel’s 38-foot motor launch, may be required anywhere
on the Fal and Helford Rivers. Agents may also proceed solely overland without maritime
involvement. If your clients would like to become involved with a bit of undercover agency
work, just let us know when they might be available.

THE TORRIDON
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The Torridon has so many different activities for familes and an amazing Outdoors Team to make it all happen.

The Torridon: Munro Bagging, Loch Kayaking
and (Adults-Only) Gin Tasting
Breathe in the best of Scotland’s great outdoors at The Torridon Resort, where adventure awaits.
From luxury sea tours to "Munro Bagging" (climbing peaks over 3,000 feet), the Torridon
Outdoors team has unplugged activities and experiences for all members of the family.
Energetic teenagers can immerse themselves in adrenalin-pumping activities, including
mountain biking on world-class trails, plunging into waterfalls, gorge scrambling and
coasteering around the rocky edge of Loch Torridon. Younger travelers can have a go at sea
kayaking on the loch and archery on the lawn.
Parents embark on their own adventures and try mountain guiding, canoeing and Munro
Bagging, all promising breathtaking views of the loch and Torridon Hills. Grandparents also get
in on the action by taking a guided ramble through the surrounding hills or seal spotting on a
luxury sea tour.
For those looking for a slightly warmer pursuit, The Torridon Hotel's Whisky & Gin Bar, with
365 malts and 100 gins, provides the perfect setting for a tasting. Before heading to dinner, the
family can take a culinary journey through the Kitchen Garden with head chef Ross, who will
showcase the ingredients grown and used on the menu that evening.
Whether hearty volume or refined gourmet is required, The Torridon Resort has both types of
cuisine covered in the casual Inn as well as the Hotel's fine dining venue, 1887 restaurant, all
told, a fabulous Scottish dining experience. Accommodations includes family-dedicated rooms
at the luxurious hotel and contemporary inn, as well as The Boat House, a two-bedroom deluxe
private cottage located on the edge of the loch.

ALDOURIE CASTLE
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The new and enticing layout of the grounds from the Castle door encourages families' outdoor adventures.

Aldourie Castle: The Great Outdoors Brings Families Together
The past year of external renovations at Aldourie Castle has meant a lot of time outdoors for
both the gardening and hospitality team. Now it’s time for exclusive-use guests to reap the
rewards during their private stay on this stunningly landscaped Highlands Estate.
The initial warm welcome within the Castle now extends to the entirety of the 500-acre Estate.
The new and enticing layout of the grounds from the Castle door encourages families to play
amongst the topiary trees in the lochside gardens, to explore the natural landscape of the plantpathed woodland and feel the heritage beneath their feet, bringing a new meaning to family
travel at Aldourie.
Families can also get a true feel for “living off the Estate,” akin to times gone by, thanks to the
walled garden’s “farm-to-table” focus. Generations can enjoy quality time together picking their
own fresh fruit and vegetables for the Castle’s chef to cook that day and later eat in the sun
beside the glass houses. Exploring the beauty and history of Aldourie Estate has now become an
integral part of any multi-generational stay in Scotland.

GREAT FOSTERS
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Great Fosters is near St. Georges Chapel at Windsor Castle, where a Royal Wedding will take place May 19th.

Great Fosters: Gateway to Windsor Castle,
Hampton Court and LEGOLAND
For families seeking a place to gather, with ample activities for all generations, Great Fosters
and the surrounding area are a resounding hit. Despite its historic significance, the house
doesn’t exude an ounce of stuffiness or formality. Instead, it wholeheartedly welcomes children
of all ages, and day trips to nearby sights are a delight.
Windsor Castle – the oldest and largest inhabited castle – is open year-round, even when The
Queen is in residence (unless a special event is taking place). Plan your clients’ visit around the
Changing of Guard, and consider arranging an open-top bus sightseeing tour, Windsor Duck
Tour, a horse-drawn carriage ride through Windsor Great Park or a boat trip on the Thames.
Speaking of special events, the Royal Wedding will be taking place in St. Georges Chapel at
Windsor Castle on May 19th.
The young ones do, of course, love LEGOLAND. Nearby Hampton Court dates back to
medieval times and was once home to Henry VIII and his six wives. Another close destination
is Runnymede, the meadow on the banks of the Thames where King John sealed the Magna
Carta in 1215. Do keep in mind that Great Fosters does not have an elevator, but offers a
number of ground-floor rooms in the Cloisters, accessible from the lovely courtyard.

rebecca-recommends.com
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